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ABSTRACT 

Wo present a discrete theory that meets the measurement problem in a new 

way. We generate a growing universe of bit strings, labeled by 2 l 2 T + 13C strings 

organized ly some representation of the dosed, four level, combinatorial fiier-

archy, of bit-length N\s$ > 139. The rest of the strings for each label, which 

grow in both length and number, are called addresses. The generating algo

rithm, called PROGRAM UNIVERSE, starts from a random choice between the 

two symbols "0" and "l" and grows (a) by discriminating between two randomly 

chosen strings and adjoining a novel result to the universe, or when the string 

so generated is not novel,by (b) adjoining a randomly chosen bit at the growing 

end of each string. We obtain, by appropriate definitions and interpretations, 

stable "particles" which satisfy the usual relativlstic kinematics and quantized 

angular momentum without being locaiizeable in a continuum space-time. The 

labeling scheme is congruent with the "standard model" of quarks and leptons 

with three generations, but for the problem at hand, the implementation of this 

aspect of the theory is unimportant. What matters most is that (a) these com

plicated "particles" have the periodicities familiar from relativistic "deBroglie 

waves" and resolve in a discrete way the "wave-particle dualism" and (b) can be 

"touched" by our discrete equivalent of "soft photons" in such a way as to iollow, 

macroscopically, the usual Rutherford scattering trajectories with the associated 

bound states. Thus our theory could provide a discrete description of "measure

ment" in a way that allows no conceptual barrier between the "micro" and the 

"macro" worlds, if we are willing to base our physics on counting and exclude 

the ambiguities associated with the wtobscrvabtc "continuum". 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1 3 

In our view, if the summation of "soft" photons by Stapp ' indeed leads to 

the conclusion that he has constructed "classical* electromagnetic fields whose 

sources are the "hard" scattering events of quantum field theory, the "measure

ment problem" as conventionally posed has been successfully understood. There 

is no barrier between the "micro" and. "macro" worlds. When to this is added 

the work of Stapp and others on the ERP "paradox", which has been carefully 

reviewed by him in a forthcoming paper , the door has been opened to an ob

jective understanding of quantum mechanics with the characteristic that events 

in space-like separated regions cannot communicate causal effects, but do change 

the probabilities of events before any light signal transmitted from one of the 

space-like separated regions can be received in the other. We are in full agree

ment with the conclusion that the past is fixed but that current events affect 

the probabilities of future occurences anywhere in the known universe. We also 

believe that quantum mechanical practice in many cases of interest gives us an 

effective technique for calculating these probabilities. 

However, there are still conceptual difficulties in taking this result at face 

value. For example, Chew has attempted to ground the underlying quantum 

theory in a "topological bootstrap theory" with considerable aucccs3, and has 

related this approach to Stapp's result . However, as Chew himself admits , he 

has had to assume that he can associate coniinuou* momenta with his underlying 

"graphs", an idea at variance with the discrete foundations of the theory he is 

developing. In this puper we argue that a fully discrete foundation for the whole 

problem can be provided, with a considerable gain as to both conceptual clarity 

and future developments. 
• ••• • 3 
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Our theory has a long early " and later "~ history, which we will not 

explore here, since it would raise more philosophical, mathematical and physical 

questions than we can treat with accuracy in a short presentation. Fortunately 

for the purpose at hand recent results allow a reasonably concise framework of 

discussion to be extracted. 

The basic entities in the theory are ordered strings of the symbols "0,1" 

labeled by a set of symbols a, b,.. which are defined by aS(*0 = (...," &*,-.)*> 

where afi n € 0,1 and n € [1,2,..., tt\. These strings combine by discrimination, 

defined by 

DN

 asbs = (...«&„+» *«k,~0ff = (-..,(X-*MV..)w 

to produce new strings, if JV > 2. Here +j is addition modulo 2, or "exclusive or", 

or binary addition. Calling the null string Qjy, and using © for discrimination, 

"Sffl "S = Ojf, and for a,6,e distinct we have the symmetric relation for any 

discrimination 

Since it is well known in particle physics that we need at least four "particles" 

to start to pin down an observation, and in geometry that we need at least four 

"points" not in a plane to start constructing a 3-space, we extend this basic 

structure to define an "event" by 

In order to convince the reader that this structure will allow us to discuss physics, 

we show that this basic relation, when we have four instances of it involving 
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four labeled strings of sequentially increasing length, allows us tc stabilize our 

version cf a "particle™. Within our discrete restrictions our "partk satisfy the 

usual constraints of relatives tic particle kinematics and quantized o ..a I angular 

momentum, including "vector" conservation laws. 

The next step is to generate the strings themselves. This we do by a simple 

computer algorithm called PROGRAM UNIVERSE, which provides a growing 

universe of bit strings using two basic operations. The first is discrimination, 

which, if the string produced is not already in the universe, increases the "size" 

(i.e. number of strings) of the universe. If the string produced by discrimina

tion b already contained in the universe, the "length" of the strings (i.e. Ar) is 

increased bv adjoining a single bit, randomly chosen between 0 and 1 for each 

string separately, at the growing end. It will be seen thnt this is called into play 

when we have encountered an event as defintd above. The operation is called 

TICK. Hence the universe "ticks" "whenever" and "wherever" an event occurs. 

We will see that it is this feature of the construction which provides us with both 

the randomness and the "non-locality" a.ready familiar in conventional quantum 

mechanics. 

To label the strings we invoke the property of discriminate closure and by 

mapping the discriminately closed subsets of a lower level in such a way as to 

provide a linearly independent basis for the next level, construct the combinatorial 

hierarchy, i.e. the sequence 

{2,2 s - 1 = 3) (3 ,2 3 - 1 = 7) {7,2 7 - 1 - 127) (127,2 1 2 7 1 - 1 . 7 > 10 3 S) 

This sequence terminates with the fourth level because the mapping cannot br 

continued beyond that point. In this way we generate the cumulative cardi-
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nals 3,1U, 137,2 + 136 and use our construction to assign the corresponding 

2 1 2 7 + 136 finite length strings as labels (called a,b,c,d,... above) for the growing 

portions nf the strings, called addresses, which the program continues tD gener

ate. Note that for each label, both the number of address strings and their length, 

continue to grow. We identify the third cumulative cardinal, 137, as a first ap

proximation for hc/e1, and the last cardinal, 2 1 2 T + 136 .: 1.7 x 1 0 3 a , as a first 

approximation for hcjGm^, steps which have to be justified during the farther 

development of the theory. The second identification sets the mass scale for the 

theory as m p , the mass of the proton. Since no moTe dimensional identifications 

can be made, from here on in we must calculate everything else. We emphasise 

that this approach is not a priori or "Pythagorean". If at a later stage we come 

to a conclusion in conflict with experiment, we must understand why, and failing 

that either modify our approach or abandon the theory altogether. 

Our next step is to investigate the labeling scheme in more detail, and to show 

that this scheme allows ua to describe both (massless) chiral and (potentially 

massive) achiral "Uptons" which are associated only with "velocities" ± 1 (in 

physical dimcsional units ±c). This takes care of levels 1 and 2 of the hierarchy. 

Wc develop here only enough of the theory to show that at level 3 we can interpret 

the labels as describing two types of "hadrons", with quantum numbers conserved 

in events that distinguish "protons" and "neutrons", with their "antipartides", 

from the level 2 achiral leptons. We can then derive the basic formalism of 

a covariant quantum scattering theory for systems with finite particle number, 
17—31 

which can be developed in a more conventional way. 

At level three, our construction guarantees (3+7+127 = 137) labels of length 

,V12 > 12 and the first initial bits of a level A label consisting of all "0" 'a (0JY, 3) 
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or of all "1" 's ( I N , , ) - FKKH OUT definition of discrimination , the first leaves 

any label unaltered, and hence is our candidate for a "soft (coulomb) photon". 

But, with our definition!! of "velocity" and the particle-antiparticle dichotomy, 

which incorporate a discrete version of the usual Feynman rules, the anti-null 

string l/i/ both reverees velocities and changes particles to aiitipartities, so :n our 

framework is indistinguishable in its effects from the ^soft" null string. Since this 

label string occurs with probability 1/137, »ve justify our initial approximation for 

e a/ftt. As in the "coulomb gauge" approach to more conventional theories, spin 

dependent interactions will give corrections of order 1/137, and consequently 

corrections to our value that will allow us, ultimately, to calculate a second 

approximation for the observed value of t?/hc. Our scattering theory allows 

us to sum the "soft photons" in such a way as to give Rutherford scattering 

"trajectories" in macroscopic (laboratory) space, thus ty in the "micro" to the 

"macro" worlds. Invoicing the high energy experiments which "find QED valid 

down to 10~ ! 0 cm", wc then argue that the use of the e ! / r Coulomb law in the 

Parker-Rhodes calculation of m p / m e is justified. Following Parker-Rhodes12 we 

then show, using appropriate statistical arguments, that the achiral leptons of 

level 2 can acquire an electromagnetic mass in the experimentally observed ratio 

to our standard trip. 

Further, our composite "particles" will contain high momentum components 

lesponsive to hard photons, and so are consistent with the successful "parton" 

model. A similar treatment of the level 4 Newtonian "graviton" completes the 

picture, but is not explored in detail. Spin 2 corrections should lead to the "weak 

field" version of the Einstein theory, as is discussed in more conventional terms 

byt for example, Weinberg . As with the next order calculation of e2/hc, these 
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corrections could get us into serious trouble if they fail to work out. We claim, at 

this stage to have a digital version of quantum mechanics that works at least as 

well as the Stapp-Chew approach using a much simpler conceptual basis. This 

claim rests, in part, on a covaxiont finite particle number scattering theory 1 7 - 1 1 

which we do not discuss here. 

Granted this, wo need only show that our composite "particles" exhibit the 

usual wavc-particle dualism of rclativiatic "dcBroglie waves". This requires us to 

connect an "internal" dichotomous spin-label with our address strings to provide 

a signed "vector" that can lead to interference nulls. We conclude this section 

by showing why we believe that our approach allows us to understand the EPR 

situation and the other "paradoxes" or measurement theory in a new way made 

possible by our avoidance of any need for completed infinities. Hence we argue 

that by Kticking to a discrete framework compatible with constructive mathemat-

ics and the participatory philosophy being developed.^ one of us the non-local, 

"fixed past -uncertain future" quantum mechanical theory developed during this 

century can be understood in terms simpler than those which, historically, came 

first. 

2. BIT STRING PARTICLES 

We now construct the particles of our theory from four sequential events, each 

of which involves four labeUd bit strings °sW,* S®,c S&* S® : t e 1,2,3,4 of 

length JYtt with « M = Nj.wW = N, + fli.tfW = Wi + N2 + Jl&.JVW = 

Ni + Ni -i N3 + Mi, where 1,2,3,4 refer to the four events characterized by the 

four positive integers Ni,NitN3,Ni. These strings have an internal structure 

about which we know only that it has been constructed by the random choices 
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mentioned briefly in the introduction and described in the next chapter. This 

algorithm (PROGRAM UNIVERSE) generates label strings aL,w e a,b,ctdof 

bit length N&, which is fixed, and addre&s strings "'^'"'(N,) where far i > 1 

the length of the string, from the definitions above, only refers to the random 

bits added by the "ticks* subsequent to Ari. The strings have the structure 

"*(•! - ("I, "j*W(/ir«)l. Our definition of event 

°S<'> @b fit') e ( StO ©<< s{i) - 0*.., 

therefore implies that 

aL ©* £ ®« L ®rf L = 0^; *ilW ©* 4 ( l' 5 ©e i»W fflJ J4W = 0« 

It is important to realize that we do not have access to the actual bit string 

content of either the label or the address strings. These arc indistinguishablts 

in the sense of Parker-Rhodes' theory12. Of the label strings wc have by con

struction the fact that they form a representation of the combinatorial hierarchy 

with exactly four levels, so we are allowed to base our definition of a particle on 

exactly four labels. Again by construction, any address string has a unique label 

which remains invariant as the bit string universe evolves, and which changes by 

the addition of a random bit with each "tick" at the growing end of the string. 

This generation process leaves the label and the earlier bits in the address string 

unchanged. There will be many addresses with the same label after the count ruc

tion has proceeded to large values for JVi. What we have done by apLxifying the 

above four events is to pick out a specific example in each case. 

In the current construction, we make use of the fact that each address string 

of length N « i i be characterized by two parameters, N1 and JV°, giving the 
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number or ones N' ~ Ĵ JLi',ft and the number of zeros NQ — N ~ N1 in the 

string, independent of th» ordering parameter along the string n. The fact that 

the strings engage in events gives us further structural information independent 

of order. We organize this information as follows. For our immediate purposes we 

take label d as our referent at reference event (1), with address string iASl*{N\) 

characterized by the two integers Nu dN1{l). For the second event, which occurs 

7v"i "ticks" after the reference event, we define the eight positive or aero integers 

ia 1«s,n c,n aj l,n(, c,n c o,n a(, c,no added In the N^ "ticks" iftcr the reference event 

with the significance that n, (n^n e) la the number of the ones in the address 

string M(2)(.Vs),(*J«,*,(Ar»)M<*)(/va)) which do not coincide in their ordered 

position n with the ones in strings 6 or e (c or a,6 or c)j nai(ntt,net)the number 

of ones which coincide in the designated pairs, nsit the number of ones which 

coincide for all three strings, and no the number of aeros which coincide. It 

follows immediately from our definition of discrimination and event that 

7V2 = ns + n» + n c + n«i + nj e + nca + ntttt + no 

that the number of ones in a is 

aNl{2) = n* + n^ + »« + r»aJ( 

that the number of ones in 6 is 

*AT1(2) = «t + n a t + flu + n.te 

that the number of ones in e is 

tNi(2) =nt+*u+ «s» + »oie 
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and thai the number ofooeeind is 

Sine* these refer to event (3), we extend the notation by *J» -» « 0(2),»j -» n»{2).„ 

and won. 

For the third event, (3), which occurs JVs "ticks" after the second event 

ws define the number of ones added in appropriate positions by iV3 = An a + 

Ant + An t + An.) + An^ + A n M + An ( ( e + Ang, and the obvious extensions 

An* -* An, (3) and so on. Clearly we also have in terms of these eight integers 

obvious definitions for A'JV1 (3) and SO on. Similar definitions apply to the fourth, 

and last, event. We see that the string content, ignoring the order of the symbols 

but keeping track of the correspondences between zeros and ones required by 

the discriminations, for the three events subsequent to the reference event is 

defined by 24 positive or sen integers which must increase from event to event 

in a random way generated by PROGRAM UNIVERSE, but with the structural 

restrictions we have taken some care (o deSne. 

For what follows, it is easier to visualize what is going on if we think of 

the four events 1,2,3,4 as situated at the four corners of a tetrahedron with six 

directed edges: (1) -H (2),(1) -» (3),(1) -> (4), (2) - (3), (2) . (4),(3) -+ (4). 

or (12), (13), (14), (23), (24), (34) for short (see figure). 

Concentrating on Individual strings, the actual order in which the symbols 

0,1 occur in the address string is unimportant, but their numbers N°,Nl with 

JV° + It1 m N are, These allow us to define a parameter p bounded by 1 and 

+1 and the related parameter ?* by 

l l 
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Witli each label we associate a parameter m»i( which It will eventually be the task 

of the theory to compute, and two additional quantities JS^JV^JV1)' • mJ,-79, 

Pu,(N. AT1)' = mS.T3^1. This has been done, transparently, so that S * - p a • m' 

and hence BO that the assignment of the parameter ffl» to label *L [a t'niurfant 

no matter how N and JV1 change as the universe evolves. Thus our baile entitle* 

support the necessary properties Tor relativistie kinematics including! when we 

come to physical interpretation, the limiting velocity c, Note that when the 

address string is ljv, P = +1, and when it is Ojy, 0 = - 1 . Fat these special ewes 

f in undefined and we must take m s 0, J? s p for consistency. 

With each of these six "edges" wc can then associate six (rational fraction) 

"velocity" parameters 0, namely 0(i3},0(|3)t/P(M)r0(#>t0(M*tA(M) defined by 

JVifci = 2A°JV'(2} - tfj 

[JV3 + Afe|ft3 » 2[A*Jv*(2) + A * * ^ ) ] - [1* + *4] 
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[N3 + NS + JW4]J8M = 2lA e iV , (2) + ACJV'(3) + A<rJV ,(4}] - (JV8 + W3 + AT4] 

tf30a3=2A'JV'(3)-JV3 

[AT, + JV 4 ]£M = 2[A*JV'(3) + A W ( 4 ) j - |JV3 + NA) 

Ntfa = 2A«N1(4) - N4 

IF these definitions of the edges are examined with care, it will be seen that 

we have assigned a to (12) and to (34), i to (13) and to (24), and e to (14) and 

to (23). It is important to realize that these assignments are arbitrary, all that 

matters is that each of the three labels is assigned to two edges in such a way that 

each of the three labels is associated with each of the three events (2), (3), (4). 

There are also six "velocity" parameters associated with the referent 

4, namely 

Ar2ft,(12)=2W2(12)-JVj 

[N3 + Nipiili) = 2JVj(13) - [N2 + N3\ 

\N2 + N3 + Nt\fa(U) = 2Arj (1) - [JVa + JV3 + N4] 

N3j3d(23) = 2tfj<23) - N3 

1JV3 + M«]&(H) - 2WJ (24) |JV3 + N4] 

Nt04[S4) = 2JVJ(34) - N4 
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where 

^ ' (12) = Ana{2) + An,(2) + Ane(2) + An„jc(2) 

dJVl(13) = d N 1 ^ ) + ArtB(3) + Ar^(3) + Anc(3) + An. t c(3) 

dJV,(14) =* JV>{13) + Are4(4) -t- A n ^ ) + An«(4) + An r f e(4) 

^ ( 2 3 ) =* JVl(13) - * Nl{12) 

< ,JV ,(M)=- <ff l(H)-*iV , |(12) 

Ilencc we can replace 12 of our unknown integers with these 12 velocity param

eters which we interpret as the velocities with which quantum numbers corre

sponding to the labels a,b,e move along the edges of the tetrahedron. 

Maeh showed long ago that the meet compelling way to define mas*, or more 

precisely speaking mass ratios relative to Borne arbitrary standard, is by invoking 

Newton's third law in particulate collisions. We extend this definition to the 

relativislic case by requiring relativistic energy-momentum conservation at the 

four events. Noting that since these events involve A as well as a, ft, e this fixes 

four more parameters in terms of the masses m*, m^, mt t ntj. For consistency, this 

requires that the six velocities &{l2},A{(13)10d(14)1iM23),fli(24),flI(34) a l t b e 

the same, fixing six more parameters. The remaining two parameters N,Nl are 
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replaced by our initial condition 

and the corresponding energy Ea = tntf. In this way we claim to have proved 

that our Tour sequential events describe a particle d of mass m& moving with con

stant velocity ftj(l) tontaming three internal partons of mass ma,mi,,me which 

conserve rel&tivistic energy and momentum, but whc*e internal momenta are 

otherwise arbitrary. 

We now note that the choice of the referent d, like the assignment of a,6,e to 

the three events (2), (3), (4), was arbitrary. We will show in Chapter 4 that the 

labels "Ij,*L, eL^L can be interpretnd in terms oFfamiliar particulate quantum 

numbers which are also conserved in events. Thus our system (ahed) resembles in 

detail the "four point function" or S-matMx theory. In particular we will see later 

that this symmetry is related to the usual CPT symmetry of Feynman diagrams. 

Which of the four quantum numbers becomes the referent will then depend on 

how the "boundary conditions'" described in Chapter 5 are set. We thus claim to 

have established ths essential kinematics for S-matrix theory in 3+1 momentum-

energy space directly from our discrete bit string structure. This justifies us in 

introducing our first physical dimensional constant c with dimensions \L/T}. Of 

coarse, only mass ratios are thus defined, relative to some mass standard which, 

BO far, remains arbitrary. 

To get our corresponding . nit of length, we adapt Stem's basic idea that 

relativity and the uncertainty principle come from random walke of finite step 

length1* to the bit string context by assuming '.. it an address string of finite 

is 
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length can he interpreted aa an element from a random walk in which "1" repre

sents a etep in the positive direction and "0" a step in the negative direction. In

troducing the dimensional constant h with dimensions \MI?jT\, we take the step 

length to be hc/E. Thifl completes the definition for m = 0, in which case all steps 

are in the same direction with v = ±c. For finite masses we then have that, for 

example, the distance from (l) to (2) is given by r» = (fc/rr*»e)|0ii|*/l - Pl^Nt, 

and so on. Thus our tetrahedron acquires a spacial significance in 3+1 apace-

time, even though its "edges" arc not "lines" composed of points. Thanks to 

the usual algebraic connection between the sides of a triangle and the angles, eg 

costyuj^ia) = (r^j + r*a - r* 3)/2rnrij, we can now give a meaning to directions 

even though we have not started from a continuous spice. Further, the usual 

definition of orbital angular momentum h = £ x JP gives, we believe, the usual 

integral restrictions on. the 7,-componejit thanks to the fact that our construction 

allows only certain angles to occur. The details have not been worked out as of 

this writing, but will be available at the Symposium. 

Despite the pictorial character of our tetrahedra, it is important to keep in 

mind that these "edges" arc not "lines". Interactions can occur, cvtte we have 

introduced the degrees of freedom needed for a complete scattering theory, at 

"points" within the tctrahedra, but only in terms of the finite step length hc/E. 

ThdS we can find "points" at discrete intervals which can made as doee together 

as we like if we use high enough energy "probes", but nowhere "in between"; 

these interactions can involve any of the "parlous". Hence if, as we anticipate, 

our theory contains QED we expect thrt the conventional interpretation of high 

energy experiments which show that "QED is valid down to !0 _ 1 8 cm" will sur

vive. But we will be debarred from going to the continuum limit and can never 
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construct the "apace* of Euclidean (or Minkowski) geometry. It is in this way 

that we keep our theory discrete, and never get into having to use "continuous 

lines". We claim that this is a real conceptual triumph for our approach. 

3. GENERATING AND LABELING THE BIT STRINGS 

Our computer algorithm (Program Universe 2} starts from nothing (in the 

computer, other than program and available memory) and generates a growing 

universe characterised by two cardinals: SU,N e integers. For computer oper

ations any element of the universe may be simulated by an ordered string of the 

symbols 0T1 containing N such symbols which we can call U[i\, i € 1,..., SU. We 

use two operations to increase these cardinals;{l) PICK, which picks any string 

from the universe with probability 1/517 and a second string (shown to be differ

ent by discrimination) with the same prior probability and generates a string by 

discrimination; if the new string is not already in the universe it is adjoined and 

SU a increased by one. If the string produced by PICK is already in the universe 

we invoke (2) TICK which picks a bit for each U\i\, randomly chosen between 

the two symbols 0,1, adjoins it at the head of the string, and hence increases N 

by one; the code then returns to PICK. As already noted, this defines en event. 

The Sow is thus PICK -t \novcl{adioin) OR contained[TWK)\ -* FiCK.... 

To got the program started we assign the first string in the universe the 

value R (i.e. a random choice between 0 and 1) and the second vgain the value 

R, provided only it differs from the first. We now enter the main program at 

PICK, and continue till doomsday. We say that each tick follows an event. Note 

that by this specification of events and the integral ordering of the ticks (even 

though, outside of the computer simulation, it turns out to be unknowable) we 
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have abandoned the concept of simallaneity, and not just "distant simultaneity" 

as is customary in special relativity. 

To bring out the structure generated by this simple program, we consider first 

the short strings generated in the initial stage, end show that these can be used 

to generate a representation of the combinatorial hierarchy. We start from the 

concept of discriminate closure initially introduced by John Amaon9. Using + for 

discrimination, since a + a = 0, and a,b linearly independent (i.i.) iff a + b £ fj, 

there axe sets of strings which close under discrimination called discriminately 

closed subsets (DCsS). For example, if a and b are 1.L, the set {a,6,«+o} closes. 

since any two when discriminated yield the third. Similarly if c is 1.1, of both 

a and b, we have the DCsS {a,b,c,a + b,b + c,c + a,a + b + e}. Provided we 

call singletons such as {a} DCsS's as well, it is clear that from » l.i. strings we 

can form 2n — I DCsS, since this is simply the number of ways we can choose n 

distinct thing one, two,... up to n at a time. 

The first construction of the hierarchy9 started from discrimination using 

ordered bit strings as already denned. Starting from strings with two bits (N=2) 

we can Form 21 - 1 = 3 DCsS's, for example {(10)},{(01)}, {(10), (01), (11)}. To 

preserve this information about discriminate closure we map these three sets by 

non-singular, lineally independent 2 x 2 matrices which have only the members 

of these sets as eigenvectors, and which are linearly independent. The non-

singularity is required so that the matrices do not map onto zero. The linear in* 

dependence is required so that these matrices, rearranged as strings, can form the 

basis for the next level. Defining the mapping by (ACDB)(xy)=(Ax+Cy,Dx+By) 

where A,B,C,Dpcj € 0,1, using standard binary muttipKeotum, and writing the 

corresponding strings as (ABCD), three strings mapping the discriminate closure 
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st level 1 n e (U10), (1101), and (1100) napacttntar. Clearly this tale provides 

ns with «• linearly independent aet of thwe basis strings. Consequently t h « 

straws finm n baaia far 2* - 1 •= T DGsSV Mapping thee* by 4*4 matrices we 

fat T strings of 16 bib wUdt form » bans for 2* - 1 - 127 DCsS*a. We ham 

wFt organized the information content of 1ST ettragaiiitoSlevafeofittmplexitjr. 

We can repeat the process one* n m to obtain 2*** - 1 at 1.7 x 103* DCsS's 

composed of string* with 256 bits, but cantot go further because there arc only 

256 x 256 Bneariy independent matrices available to map them, which n many 

to few. Ws have in tbfe way generated the critical numbers 137 at ktflxe1 and 

1.7 x 10?" as Ac/2rGm| and » hierarchical structure which terminates at fwir 

levels o! complexity: (2,3),(3,7)1(7,127),(127,2"T - 1). It should be clear that 

the hierarchy defined by these rules is unions, a result achieved in a different way 

by John Amson10. 

Ir the context of program universe, since the running of the program pro

vides us with the strings and also an Intervention point (adjoin the novel string 

produced by discrimination from two randomly chosen strings) where we can or

ganize them conceptually without interfering with ihe running of the program, 

we can achieve the construction of a representation of the hierarchy in a simpler 

way. The procedure is to construct first the basis vectors for the four levels by 

requiring unear Independence both within the taveh and between levels. Since 

adding random oft* at the head of the string win not chnnge the linear indepen

dence, we can do this at the time the string hi created, and matte a pointer to 

that U\i\ which is suuply I, and which does not change as the string grows* 

Once thto at understood, the coding is straightforward* and has been carried 

through by Manthey1****. Each time a novel string is produced by discrimina-
f 
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tim, it ia a candidate for a basfa vector tor aome leveL All we need do fe find 

out whether or not ft fa 14. of tbe current (racomplete) baaia amy, and fill 

the levels successively. Calling the baab atrinta Jh[m) where < € 1,2.3.4 u d 

m € 1 , - , ^ with F[l].-B[4) - 2,3,7,127, we see that tbe baste amy will be 

complete once we fawe generated 139 Li atrings. Since the program fiDs the 

tads succcanTdtjr, it b any to prove that If we disethninate two bub strings 

bom different levels we must obtain one of tbe l>asfe stfmgs m the highest level 

available during <k» construction. Of level 4 when the coosttnttion fe complete, 

ix. if i £ j and both <tfMtthmBi + Bj* someBu^. 

Ori.ce we have 13B 1.1. bull strings, which will happen when the bit string 

length W139 la greater than or equal to 139, wa can iniure the generation of 

some representation of the combinatorial hierarchy by going to TICK. Then 

the only alteration of these NUB initial bits that can occur from then on will 

be the filling up, by discriminate closure, of any of the remaining elements of 

the hierarchy In this representation as a consequence of the continuing random 

discriminations. Since wa keep on choosing strings at random and discriminating 

them, discriminate cloture insures that we will eventually generate all 2 i a T +136 

elements of the hierarchy {BUT NO MORE], Of course there will eventually come 

to be many di&rcnt strings with the same Initial btta, JVug. We fix this number, 

and from now oa call the first N\& bits hi a string the (beef, and tbe remaining 

bits the oddrtw. Finally we note that when the label array fa complete we know 

that among the labels £j at any one level we can find exactly B(l) LI. strings and 

no mure; ft becomes arbitrary which of the many pneetbfe choices we make, so the 

"basis" becomes a structural fact and does not single oat aiy particular strings, 

ft follows immediately that tYf'^jwid tofA <tbuttkmLi+Li= somel^a. 
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4. QUANTUM NUMBERS, LEPTONS AND BARYONS 

In Chapter 2 we have seen that , given four labeled strings W S where w € 

a,b,c,d and these distinct labels are themselves strings of bit length JVr,, and 

given four sequential events t € (1),(2},(3),(4) characterized by four integers 

TV; and address strings wji.*'{JVj), we can construct particles (abed). Any on-s of 

the four labels can be taken as the referent, and moves with constant velocity, 

energy, momentum and mass mw. The remaining three labels describe partons 

with arbitrary (under specified digital restrictions) velocities, energy, momenta 

and angular momenta satisfying the usual conservation laws, and with arbitrary 

mass ratios to the referent mass. Our next step is to investigate these mast^s in 

more detail using the labels generated by PROGRAM UNIVERSE and organized 

into the four levels of the combinataripJ hierarchy. 

P R O G R / M UNIVERSE "starts up" in such a way that we reach th t the 

situation with SU — 3, JVy = 2 composed of the thn,™ s.fines (10),(0l),(t l) , 

which is the first level of the hierarchy. Since 

(10)©(01)ffi( l l) = (00) 

the universe must then "tick". This tick adds either a one or a zero . f . the end 

of each -'-ring; we can now interpret the first two bits as labels with Ni, - 2 and 

the third bit as an address. Since this corresponds to 0 = ± 1 , these level 1 labels 

must be assigned exactly zero mass 

As the program chooses and discriminates between these strings, we can 

generate eight labeled strings corresponding to m = 0 which are 

(oo)(o), (oo)(i), (io)(o), (io)(i), (oi)(o), (oi)(i), (u)(o), (n)(i) 
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It can also happen that the universe "ticks" for a while in auch a way that 0 

becomes 0^ and 1 becomes 1^, which obviously does not change this structure. It 

is important to realize that once we nave introduced the label-address dichotomy^ 

the string ON, which is excluded in the hierarchy construction itself, can have 

interpretabte significance. 

We now turn to physical interpretation by taking the critical step of defining 

a "quantum number" 2k\ll for the level 1 labels, ("fri,""^), where w takes on 

th<: values o •= (10),6 = (01),c = (11), d = (00), as 2kl

K = » by -"» Aj, with the 

consequence that h„ = +1 /2 , hi = —1/2, Ae = 0 = hj. It is easy to show, in the 

current context, that this quantum number is conz-rvtd in all events. 
•r 

The next critical fact to note is that the string (H)(1) reverses both the sign 

or thin quantum i.umbrr and the sign of the velocity parameter ft when any stving 

is discriminated with u. Thus labrN fall into two clasaea, L and L = L © ljv t 

which we call particles and antipartichs respectively. Further, the reversal of the 

sign of the velocity caused by discrimination with the address string ljv appi"Js 

JL-3t as well to strings with \P\ < 1 as to the case we are considering at the 

moment. We arc now in a position to identify the quantum numbers h\ and 

h'b as the two helicity ala'^a of some massless particle-antiparticle pah'. Since 

the heiicity does not reverse when we reverse the velocity (but not the overall 

time sense, which is currently undcflnable), these are^pseudcyvectors™, and if we 

take the dimensional unit of this quantum number as ft, we can identify them as 

strictly massless chiral two-component tuutrinoo. From now on we will refer to 

labels with \hL\ = 1/2 in terms of the unit h as particles and (when we encounter 

them later on) with \k\ = 0,1 as quanta. We also see that if we think of the 

reversal of the velocity as the reversal of the time sense instead we have the usual 
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Feynman rule that a particle "moving forward in time" will be equivalent to an 

antiparticle "movingbackward in time". Therefore we have established the CPT 

theorem in our context. 

Two of the remaining four strings, namely (00)(0) and (H)(1) are of par

ticular interest, s.nce the former leaves any 3tring untouched on discrimination, 

while the second, thanks to the CPT theorem, has the same effect. If we ar

ticulate our basic event structure further in the case of neutrino-antineutrino 

"scattering" (w,w' 6 a,b) by writing 

ws ©*"' s =f s =" s &>' s 

we see that e € e, d and that these two strings can be "exchanged" without 

altering the system. They ate therefoie our candidates for "soft" quanta, which 

are necessarily massless •• a point which Stapp and Chew emphasize. As we will 

see, our scattering theory will allow us to sum any number of such processes and 

will then lead to the kinematics of Rutherford scattering in a i appropriate large 

number approximation, when we are in 3+1 "space''. As yet we do not have 

sufficient structure to define either this space or the coupling constant. Further, 

because we can encounter either address string associated with either neutrino 

in the "final state", this primitive scattering process already has the "crossing 

symmetry" on. which conventional S-matrix theory is based. 

Before we leave this primitive universe of massless neutrinos and quanta, it U 

interesting to note that they will remain constituents of the universe as it evolves 

and provide an ultimate (but ever increasing) boundary. Since we do not as yet 

have enough structure to define directions, this boundary is i latropic. Once we 

have developed enough structure for them to scatter from massive constituents, 
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the first scatterings will define an "event horizon" whose isotiopy or lack of it 

will depend on the details of the way PROGRAM UNIVERSE generates thoo 

scatterings. About this we will only be able to make statistical statements. 

Strings which engage in scatterings after these first "horizon" events will then 

define, statistically, the energy and particle density of the universe. Wa will not 

discuss cosmology further in this paper. 

The level 1 structure we have discussed will persist until we encounter an ad

dress string with the structure (ljvO) or (Ojyl). Then the program will start 

to construct level 2. The basis will close off when we have three l.i. basis 

strings, whirh are also l.i. of the level 1 stringB, and their discriminate clo

sure in a total of sewn strings. The simplest representation of this situation is 

to use level two label strings with the structure (0G)(&3&4b&) with basis strings 

(00)(100), (00)(010),(00)(001), The mapping matrix construction can give the 

equivalent set (1103),(1110), (1101). Since we have previously worked out a lot 

of the details using this basis, we will stick to it here. After the labels close off, we 

can again encounter the situation in which, for a while, the only address strings 

will be Iff and OJV, so we continue our discussion in terms of the structure for 

the first level 

level 1: [ty %)(CXXi)(lN «"0W) 

where i e 1,2,3,4 and, to be specific, 1 : (10), 2 : (01), 3 : (11), 4 : (00). Note 

that 1 = 2 and 3 = 4\ The corresponding structure for tfc-s second level is 

level 2 : (00)('63 'bA

 J o s %){1N or 0*); k = b4 

where j € 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and, again to be specific, 1 : (1110), 2 : (0001), 3 : 
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(UOl), 4 : (ODIO), 5 : (1100), 6 : (0011), 7: (1111), 8 : (0000). Again note that 

1 = 2, 3 = 1, 5 = 5 , 7 = 5. 

Within level 2, wt now define helicity by 2ft,- =* (3 + 'A* — 0̂5 — J f t6 and find 

thai Ai = k9 = +1/2; Aj = fcj = -1 /2 ; As = +1; ** = - 1 ; Ar = AB = o. We 

now hare enough structure to define a second quantum number within this level, 

£,- =*' 63 - *&i + >'frs - ' &» with the consequence that e*i = +1, d = - 1 , /» = 

—1, £| = +1, is — it = tj = t% — O. By appropriate invocation of the Feynman 

rules, we again can show that these quantum numbers are conserved in events, 

that the elementary scattering diagrams have crossing symmetry, and that the 

CPT theorem is satisfied, now in the 3+1 energy-momentum space, which we now 

have enough structure to construct. Clearly I can now be identified as lepton 

number. Thus, with both level 1 and level 2 before us, we claim to have, still 

massless, ehiral (two component) neutrinos, achiral (four component) leptons and 

massless vector and scalar quanta with zero lepton number. We do not explore 

here the coupling between level 1 and level 2, since by our constructive algorithm 

for the hierarchy this necessarily involves level 3 labels. We note that, in contrast 

with the conventional theory, and in agreement with the topological bootstrap 

theory, our basic neutrinos and scalar and vector quanta are massless. When we 

go on to the next two levels, we will see how the achiral leptons acquire mass. 

Once again, once we encounter an address string of the form 1«0 or Qjsfl, 

PROGRAM UNIVERSE requires us to start constructing level 3. In analogy 

with our previous step, we now use for the third level structure 

level 3 : (00)(0000)(*i7 **B *&n **io % **ia %z *M(*Ar *<»*) 

with ft € [1,2,3,..., 128]. We also add Og at the end of the level 1 and level 2 
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labels, before starting the new address labels. For the moment we will restrict 

ourselves to the situation in which 4ii = frjj = 6is = &M = 0, and consider only 

the 16 strings generated from some 1-i, choice or four basis vectors of length 4. 

Consider first the strings (1110), (0001), (1101), (0010) we encountered before, 

and the four new ones now available (1011), (0100), (0111), (1000). We define 

the quantum numbers 2ft* = f e 67 +* 6s —* b* — * 610, B —k 67 — * 6g +* 69 — * oio&ad 

2»i =* 67 -* h - k 69 +* 610- Using the usual Gelt-Mann Niahijima relation 

Q = ix-t-Bj1, we have precisely the quantum numbers for protons and antiprotons 

vith baryon number and charge B = ±1 = Q and neutrons and anti-neutrons 

with B = ±1, Q = 0; the two helicity states ±1/2 also occur in the correct way. 

As before, all the usual rules of S-matrix theory work out. 

What about &n - 614? Since we already have four l.i. basis vectors, only 3 

of these are allowed to be l.i to complete the basis for level 3. We take the basis 

to be the familiar (1100), (1110), (1101), but now with the interpretation given 

in Table I. 

Although for brevity in the caption we have called this the "SU3 octet", 

speaking with more precision what we have is just the discrete quantum numbers 

which are conventionally discussed in terms of that octet. From our point of view, 

all we have is a transparent ruie for defining eight sets of quantum numbers for 

eight bit strings we have derived from the combinatorial hierarchy. We believe 

that it is i\ conceptual advantage in our approach that discrete quantum numbers 

are just that, and need never be referred to "continuous groups". All we encounter 

in high energy experimental physics are discrete quantum numbers and their 

connections. These are all we need to, or intend to, construct. 
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Tl» 80* octet for %TJ,VnpW 

{*H*i9*iS»I*} tn w. 2n«a(r,+tf,)! 
1110 +i +i +3 
0010 -I +* +i 
11W +2 -I +x 
1111 0 D 0 

two 0 0 0 

SMI -4 +1 - i 

noi +1 -2 - i 

0001 -1 -1 -3 

%Vg m - o n + » » + t w - Sou 

We now have a ready Interpretation for level 3. We Identify' tbis octet with the 

•color octet" of QCD. W« started our diBcuBBjoa of baxyoasby takisvgthemfew 

bito tab* (0000). Siii«,ww« can « » from Table I, ritfeer this otriflg«(Un) 

tepn*et>t a "cokw singlet" our initial dtemismoa of imctooos and aati-aacleojiB, 

witii associated m«son» genwatcd by dfccriininatum, remains valid. But with 

color added, throe two-particle, two-an%atikIe spin states can o*tsoina*»pw and 

"down" qaarks and antlqoaAo. AH that ranohis Is to show that the oaly states 

we can form as particles correspond to (499) and ($0, and that the quarks and 

associated ghioua remain to the picture a* *parton^ along the UWM of Chapter 
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U H H b ^ U ^ M i *••*-.. . , w v - , .4*S».««l- . -*—-**W* .«,>«« Ulw.blh.1. .dmnM, *.. . „ 

2. This has not yet been accomplished as of this writing, but we are confident 

that we will ham man to say along these fines at the SympoBhm. 

Tb go on to lewd 4, we aee that we have two basis vectom with tlte structure 

of (B)iOu at level 1, three with structure 0|(£)4fle at level 2 and seven .with 

structure Ot(£)e •* J w i *• According to our constructive algorithm, we can 

hnmpdiateh/ put together 2 x 3 x 7 = 42of these to farm 42 of the h u h w 

tors for level 4, without changing the massless address strings 0« and IN. But 

this does not complete the 127 basis strings needed for constructing the leveL 

Hence, for the last time, we argue that PROGRAM UNTVE&SB win eveatuauy 

produce an address string with the structure 0^1 or 1^0 and from then on wul 

have to continue adding to the label string ensemble until i t some label length 

Ni + JVUJ £ 139 the basis is complete and the label length fixed from then till 

doomsday. If we are content to stick with the fimt three level labels as an approx

imation and Interpret these added bits as addresses, we see that they correspond 

to systems with \p\ < 1, and hence to massive particles. In this way our hardens 

are shown to have to be massive but the first generation lentous and electromag

netic quanta remain exactly massless. We will discuss below how the electrons 

and positrons acquire mass. Further discriminations will eventually produce all 

2 m +136 non-null labels at this label length, while the addresses continue to 

grow both in bit length and in number as long as the program continues. 

Clearly the eventual structure, with this number of distinct quantum number 

states,»immensely compBeated in detaU, but we can a l r a ^ mate some useful 

comments about some of the connections wltkh win have to emerge. One Is that 

there are three simple structures of the form (B)u<ht, On{£)u0u, Qn{B)u 

whro(B)areth*42baskve«tc«ahieadydtBttia*eA 
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the 127 basis vector* needed to close the hierarchy. Yet each of th«n will also 

close oa Itself, SO we anticipate that the coupling between these three structures 

will be weak. The first one looks like it (still has a massless address label, but 

if we use Instead simply three Identical repetitions, i.e. (B)U(B]H{B)H, the 

properties will be the same, and we trust can be discussed ignoring, in first 

approximation, the anticipated weak coupling to the Test of the scheme. If wc 

now consider only the label 1M or its equivalent OH which couples "softly" to all 

of the first three levels, this will occur with probability 1/137 and we can now, 

with confidence, accept this as our first approximate evaluation of the strength 

of tho coulomb interaction. With this in hand, we can then expect ;nat the 

structures we first encounter in particle experiments at low energy will be the 

familiar v§,Dt\ e±,'Y;p,pln,ft with the weak vector bosons, up and down quarks, 

and gluoni coming along In due course. At least we have the right quauui 

numbers for the first generation of the standard model, and believe we have made 

it look worth while to soe if the couplings can be worked out and compared with 

experiment. Further, the structure we discussed above suggests that the next two 

generations will also be there. Finally, when we ask about the 127 l h basis vector, 

In with the associated Qtt which occur* with probability l / ( Z m t- 136) and 

couples to everything, we can also with confidence assume that this is the "soft" 

Newtonian gravitational interaction with thiB number as a first approximation to 

the coupling constant Grttj/fee, and choose our final dimensional constant to be 

either flip or G according to our taste. 

from hew on in we have to calculate everything, so it is time to indicate how 

wo propose to do thai. 
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5. SCATTERING AND MEASUREMENT 

In our construction nf % particle (obcrf) with referent d and partem a,b,e 

we ignored one critical Tact about the kinematics, namely that we cannot satisfy 

all the constraints by treating the "edges" of the tetrahedron using the classical 

kinematics for free particles. The clue w to how to proceed wu given Ul long ago 
o r 

by Wick in his discussion of how the energy principle ii respected exttmalty 

when a system is discusser] at short distance In the light of the uncertainty 

principle and the limiting velocity of special relativity. He concluded that at 

short enough distances and times the energy can have arbitrarily large values. In 

particular, since he was discussing; Yukawa's meson theory , he aMumed that if 

two nucleons are coupled to what we are calling a "parton" of mui m r responsible 

for nuclear forces, the range of the nuclear foro la limited by r < K/m,C. Further, 

if the rest energy mTc2 is supplied by a sufficiently energetic measurement, this 

nuclear lorcc quantum can appear as a free particle In the Anal itate. We conclude 

that the missing parameter in the treatment of Chapter 2 la the virtual energy 

Ed between the first and the last event, which can have any value, fixed for 

i he particular example unde>- discussion. Once this la graaped, our klnematlea 

becomes consistent. 

The critical step here is to recognise that the probability with which dis

crete quantum numbers move along any edge of our tetrahedron (or any internal 

"line" in a scattering process with external energy E4) OMUtt la proportional to 

l/(££ - Ed - i0+), where the iO4 is there to remind us that to calculate any 

observable quantity we must sum over all kioeroftitcatty allowed values for &4 

and t&ke the limit E'g -» Ej. Given this, and the quantum number restrictions 

in events we have already derived, it is possible to derive the Integral equations 
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(sums for the discrete theory) of momentum space scattering theory. The critical 

ingredients remaining are manifest cov&riance, proper attention to the degrees ol 

freedom implied by the finite number of degrees of freedom set by the number 

of particles considered (in technical terms "unitarity", and "clustering'' - i.e the 

proper asymptotic separation of clusters of subsystems into a consistent simpler 

description. This theory exists and will be assumed in what follows. 

In the non-relativistic limit, the scattering equations far the scattering of 

two finite mass particles due to the exchange of a quantum of finite mass m» 

are the same as that due to a potential energy proportional to e - m * r / r . Since 

we have already showed that the coupling constant for "soft" (coulomb) zero 

mass quanta e'/fte is given in first approximation by 1/137 we have available to 

us the whole momentum space formalism of atomic and nuclear physics, and in 

particular the coulomb potential t?/r. Corrections due to spin will be of order 

1/137 and can be computed in a straightforward way from the scattering theory. 

Since, experimentally, QED is good down to 10~ l scm, we claim we are justified 

in using this potential energy as an internal virtual energy in our calculations. 

What is still missing in our fundamental theory are the mass ratios of the 

particles relative to our standard m?. Since we have electrons in the theory 

which are Initially masaless we assume, following Parker-Rhodes11, that this mass 

cornea from the Internal energy due to the coulomb interaction, i.e. that mtc* =< 

e*/r >. Since this calculation has been published several times 1 0'' 3- 1 3' 1 5- 1 6, we 

are brief here. The -.linimal meaningful distance in a zero velocity system with 

spherical symmetry is the Comtiton radius hfintpc; r must start from this value, 

and scales a random variable y greater thai, or equal to one. Similarly, since 

charge is conserved, < e s >= (&e/[2ir X. 137J) < x(l - s) >, where in both cases 
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we have replaced discrete by continuous variables; in ike cue of chugs x should 

properly be an average over the charges in the 2 m + 136 available quantum 

number labels. Hence mp/m t = 137w/ < *(1 — *) >< 1/y >. Since we have 

now established OUT space as necessarily three-dimensional, the discrete steps in y 

muat each be weighted by (l/y) with three degrees of freedom. Hence < 1/y >= 

iJ™U/y)' ldy/y 1 i}/U? >U/v) a<*tf/!/ a] ~ 4 / 5 ' S i n c e t h e *"** n m r t b o t t t " P 1 ™ * 6 

and come together with a probability proportional to x(l - *) at each vertex, 

the other weighting factor we require is x J ( l — x)1. For one degree of freedom 

this would give < z(l - JG) >= [{Q3?[1 - z)adz]f[fl SB*(1 - x)*dx] = 3/14. Once 

the charge has separated into two lumps each with charge squared proportional 

to 3? or (1 ~ «)* respectively, we can then write a recursion relation10*1*'"'18'19 

Kn = [/Jt^fl -xy+Kn-^O- *)*l*el/[/i**(l-x)»d«l and hence K» = 3/14+-

(2/7)Jfs_! = (3/I4)E^(2/7)' Therefore, invoking again, the three degrees of 

freedom, we must take < x(l—x) >= Kj and vre obtain the Parker-Rhodes result 

mp/mt = 137ir/[(3/14){l + (2/7) + t2/7)J](4/5)j = 1836.151497...in comparison 

with the experimental value of 1838.1515 ± 0.0005 

The success of this calculation encourages to believe that the seven basis 

vectors of level 3 will lead to a first approximation for mpfmt « 7 with corrections 

of order 1/7, but this has yet to be done. In any case, we now have enough 

structure to go on to our discussion of the wave-particle dualism and the probism 

of measurement. 

The laboratory paradigm we start with is two "counters* with volumes 

AzA.«j<iz whose geometrical dimensions are measured by standard macroscopic 

techniques and a time resolution At meattured by standard clocks. When two 

counters separated by a macroscopic space and time interval larger than the 
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volumes and time resolutions of the counters have fired, some random walk con

necting those two volumes has occured. The connection to the hit string universe 

is the understanding that what we have called an event, and connected construc

tively to relativistic quantum scattering theory, initiates the chain of happenings 

that end in the firing of a, counter or equivalent natural "event", eg the ionization 

of a hydrogen atom (which we now know how to describe in terms of our scat

tering theory). But we do not know within those macroscopic counter volumes 

where this random walk started and ended. 

To meet this problem, we construct an ensemble of "objects" (i.o labeled en

sembles with a specified rational fraction P for the velocity parameter) all char

acterized by the same vector velocity v an£ i"io same label (or mass) chosen in 

such a way that, after k steps, each of length I - (h/me)\l — (w/c) 5] 1/ 1 = he/E, 

the peak of the random walk distribution will have moved a distance I in the 

direction of v. Our basic "quantization condition" is E = hc/£, which defines a 

second length by p = fc/A. We take as our unit of time the time to take one step, 

St = tfc. Once "time" is understood in this digital sense, the velocity of the peak 

of each subensemble in this coherent ensemble has a velocity c/k. We call this 

coherent ensemble of ensembles a jrtt quantum particle of mass m, velocity v, 

and momentum p = ms/[l - (w/e)3]1/*. There is a second "velocity" associated 

with this ensemble of ensembles, namely that with which "something* moves 

at each step always in the direction v. We call this wpji; clearly VPA =• he, and 

VVph = c2. Since this velocity exceeds the limiting velocity it cannot support any 

direct physical interpretation, and in particular any which would allow the supra-

luminal transmission of information; of course it can provide for the supralumina] 

correlations experimentally demonstrated in EPR experiments. Associated with 
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each of the two velocities and the label (or mass) there are two characteristic 

lengths Xp\ = I = hc)E; X =* kt = ft/p. 

Now wo consider two basis states for a spin 1/2 fcrmicm which we write as 

(lO)p and (01)jf where if stands fc: an address ensemble triple. We have seen 

that such a "particle" can scatter from another and lead to a final state in a dif

ferent direction. But there axe only two possible states in the new direction. To 

preserve the (asymptotic) rotational invaiiance of our theory therefore requires 

that the new state be expressabie as a tohtrent sum of the two states referring 

to the new direction. Then Lorcntz invariance leads directly to the usual spin 

\j1 formalism using two-component epinors and Wiener rotations. The opera

tional consequences can be followed through and lead to the usual density matrix 

formulation with all the "interference'1 phenomena reduced to probability state

ments. 

Since wc have now established a digital version of quantum scattering theory 

and the wave particle dualism correctly tied to achicveable laboratory measure

ments, our results differ little in practice from standard quantum mechanics. 

But the conceptual foundation b quite different. We have managed to get rid 

of both the space-time continuum and continuous energy and momentum, with* 

out disturbing the successful contact between current experiments and the usual 

formalism as used in prattite. Since W2 have, in a sense, "points" where events 

can occur due to discrete discriminations, but no "lines" connecting them, our 

particles can ''pass through" each other, sometimes scattering and sometimes 

not; only the probabilities can be computed. The interference phenomena of the 

"wp,ve theory" come about because wc have internal '"spin directions" which can 

be given external and macroscopic (statistical) significance directly from labora-
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tory counting experiments. The overall coherence of the theory b provided by 

the "ticking" universe. 

Although the airings themselves are sndtoinffuutoMe* lad the "ticks" we 

unobeervable, this overall non-local background provides the necessary distant 

correlation* needed to reproduce the experimental results of the double silt ex

periment, the EPR experiments and, no far aa we can see any other current 

tiliasi sallrmi m contract aspraadH baaed on the TOR Reumiiui"project}on op

erator* and conaequent *feallapM of the wan function* make web. experiments 

appear paradoxical, and in some sense to require a VonsrJouvc4eener* For their 

mterpretatioa. For as, all of this controveray over the foondatkms of quantum 

awthaiBca taa disappear into the misto of rdatory. The triikal conmctkm be> 

twees the micro and the macro worlds provided by the "soft photons* and their 

summation comes to us through the familiar finite equations of quantum scat

tering theory, and does not require us to make a detour Into the mysteries and 

paradoxes of the quantum theory of continuous fields. We claim that we can 

have our cake in the sense of successful contact with experiment, and eat It too 

in the tenet that we have an underlying digital algorithm which can be directly 

grounded in constructive mathematics and which never need invoke completed 

infinities. Thus we claim to have arrived at an osjeetive quantum mechanics 

with alt the need*. 1 properties. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this paper has beta to provide discrete, constructive foun

dations for quantum theory in terms of which the "measurement problem" tikes 

on a simpler conceptual form, closely related to the counter technology and in

terpretive practice used in high energy physics. We start from the symbols 0,1, 

binary addition, eetvencf represented by the integers, and a. random operator R 

which gives us cither 0 or 1 with equal prior pmbabHU?. From these we construct 

the discrimination operation for ordered bit strings and the strings themselves 

employing PROGRAM UNIVERSE. We show that when tins fairy 

evaluated it provides an algorithmic demiHion oT e»nts seq^entislry oidered by 

i&etategembutsccessfrleforpBTpcearfmterjHe^ 

ments. We use the combittatoriat hierarchy to organize the information content 

of the early stages of the construction into four levels characterized by the cumu

lative cardinals 3,10,137 and 2 1 " +136. When the information carrying capacity 

of this construction Is exhausted, We uae these elements as labels to organize the 

growing universe- of strings Into labeled eneembtts of addresses. 

By considering four sequential events specified by four integers involving four 

distinct labels (o&ed) we construct a tetrahedron which, by taking any one of 

the labcb as a referent, describes a particle with three internal partans. Picking 

four masses (later to be computed) «KreapjiidingtothelilielBanddfwmngia»a» 

by retativistlc enemy-momentum conservation at the four events, we show that 

we can replace the (unknowable) bits in the strings by physically interpretaMe 

parameters. This allows us to construct a discrete version of 3+1 momentum 

space to which the referent ba» the- man. energy and momentum of a free particle 

and the partons and particle have some unknown internal energy £*. In terms of 
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this mass and energy Ilia partom satisfy the usual conservation laws, including 

evantfttrf orbital angular momentum. 

% examining the construction (a detail we show that the first three levels 

contain the quantum number structure of familiar partkk&t nut only acquire 

maw when the construction is completed at level 4 of the combinatorial hierar

chy.. The quantum numbers are suggestive of the standard model of quarks and 

leptons with three generations, but the details are yet to be worked out. Iden

tifying the "propagator'" for quantum numbers "moving" along the "edges" of 

the tetrahedron with the 1/(J3' -E- i0+) of quantum scattering theory, the fi

nite particle number quantum scattering theory follows in a straightforward way. 

Since the construction necessarily contains "soft" manias quanta, the scatter

ing theory allows us to sum these and Identify the coulomb potential energy e2/r 

with fte/e* = 187 + 0(1/137). This allows us to relate our theory to macroscopic 

counter experiments. Using a random walk paradigm, this boundary condition 

allows us to Identify the Internal periodicities of relativistic deBroglie "waves". 

Our identification of "spin" ties the internal and external degrees of freedom to

gether, explaining "wave-particle dualism" and "quantum wave interference" in 

agreement with current experiments. 

Tne construction requires the dimensional physical parameters cth and w, OTG 

far interpretation, but once these are fixed, everything else mast be competed. 

Taking the mass unit as tn, gives a prediction lor G good to order 1/137. The 

nadrone are massive, but (he leptons and electromagnetic quanta remain mass-

less; Electrons and positrons acquire mass thtough their ekctromag-*etie inter

actions, but electron-type neutrinos and antf-neutrinos remain masskss. Identi

fying (he internal coulomb energy of the electron (or positron) composed of the 
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purtans ET»en by our construction, we cahmlate Its ran ratio to the proton mass 

standard in agreement with experiment. 

Independent of these details, the conceptual framework we bat > established 

dissolves for us the "paradox*** of measurement theory tad feeds to an objtt-

t£ve quantum mechanics* as is argued at the end of the preceding chapter, We 

therefore chum to have met the problem of understanding why quantum theory 

predicts that causa! effects cannot be transmitted faster that the limiting ve

locity, yet requires that quantum events change the probabilities of subsequent 

eventB in space-like separated regions. Thus the universe we have constructed 

has a fixed past, but a future which we can only predict In terms of probabilities. 

DISCLAIMER 
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